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One point of   
optimization at the 

optical center 

Two points of 
optimization  

at the  
optical center 

Primary area  
of vision 

STANDARD SINGLE VISION EYEZEN START LENS 

White = Optimized area  of lens; Blue = Unoptimized area of lens 

For the first time in single vision lenses, NEW Eyezen™ Start  
uses two optimization points to deliver two different aspheric 

surfaces for far and near vision. Patients get the right  
prescription they need for today’s digital lifestyle demands. 

Different postures & 
lower gaze direction 

Frequently switching 
between devices 

Bright & Harmful 
Blue Light 

DIGITAL LIFE HAS IMPACTED OUR BEHAVIOR  
AND CREATED NEW VISUAL PARAMETERS  

SINGLE VISION LENSES HAVE NOT EVOLVED 
TO ACCOUNT FOR THESE LIFESTYLE  

CHANGES SO OUR EYES MAY STRAIN  
TO SEE OBJECTS CLEARLY AT  

DIFFERENT VIEWING DISTANCES. 

The Eyezen Start design, with the new DualOptim™ technology, is digitally surfaced and  
optimized for all gaze distances and directions to provide superior vision over standard single 
vision lenses by bringing the right power throughout the lens and reducing power errors and 

unwanted astigmatism. As with Eyezen+, Eyezen Start also requires a specified OC height. 
 

Like all Eyezen lenses, Eyezen Start lenses come with embedded blue light protection that is 
clear in color and appearance, reducing the exposure to Harmful Blue Light* by at least 20%. 

 

*Harmful Blue Light is the blue-violet wavelengths between 415-455nm on the light spectrum believed most toxic to retinal cells.  

Visit the Eyezen Folder in our Document Center at advanceoptical.com for more information. 

Visit the Transitions Folder in our Document Center at advanceoptical.com for the Gen 8 Availability Chart. 

More Transitions Signature Gen 8 products will launch on February 11, 2020 including: 
 

• Transitions Signature GEN 8 lenses in Style Colors (Sapphire, Amethyst, Amber, Emerald) in Plastic 1.50, 
Airwear® Polycarbonate and Thin & Lite® 1.67  

 

• Transitions Signature GEN 8 lenses in Graphite Green Plastic 1.50, Airwear Polycarbonate and Thin & Lite 1.67  
 

• Transitions Signature GEN 8 lenses in Thin & Lite® 1.74 in gray and brown  

TRANSITIONS SIGNATURE GEN 8 UPDATED AVAILABILITY 

TERESA WERNER: OUR NEW CUSTOMER SERVICE MANAGER 

Hi! I’m Teresa Werner. I know many of you already as I have been at Advance for 12 years. I was a customer 
service representative for many years, then I worked in our lens department, before moving into my new role as 
Customer Service Manager. I have two Associates degrees in Liberal Arts and business administration from 
Monroe Community College. Prior to coming to Advance Optical, I worked in the optical industry for four years. 
 

On a personal note, I am married and have two children, ages 13 and 11. I also have a big baby of a dog who is 4. 
He is more attached to my hip than the actual children.  
 

In my spare time I enjoy camping. We have a seasonal campsite from May-October where we spend every 
weekend. In the summer I love relaxing at my campsite reading a book. I am a huge Buffalo Bills fan. I was a 
season ticket holder for a few years prior to having children. I also enjoy crafting and designing things with my 
Cricut machine. 
 

I’m looking forward to working with all of you. The most gratifying part of my job is knowing that we are helping 
people to be able to see clearly in all aspects of their lives. Please feel free to reach out to me with any questions 
or concerns. I’m always happy to help! 



To continue to participate in our Pair 50 
program in 2020, if you have not already, 

please re-enroll  at 
partnershiprewardsportal.com 
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“Several years ago I helped a handicapped patient that had come in with his mother to order glasses. Due to the insurance  
benefit they had, we had one frame that would work, being his prescription was over a –26.00. His mother wanted him to pick  

out whatever he wanted and she would purchase them, because this was the one thing he really wanted and needed.  
This was a gift she could give him. We found a frame that he liked and we knew this because of the smile he had when asked.  

 

Once going over the cost of the glasses, I soon realized she was trying to figure out how to pay for the eyewear. I excused myself  
and tried to figure out what we could do. I spoke to Marc at the lab and he was able to help along with the frame rep.  

I recall how shocked she was when I told her others were able to help with the cost. She was struggling to understand and she kept 
asking me how much the glasses were. I told her she didn’t have to worry about the cost of the glasses. The glasses were a gift.  

 

A few years later while laying a family member to rest, a woman approached me and asked who I was. To my surprise I had grown up 
with her and her family. She then said I’ve wanted to thank you for helping my brother with his glasses. I repeated, your brother?  

She said, yes, he had a really strong prescription and he needed a durable frame. She wanted to let me know her brother  
loved his glasses and it was the best gift ever.  You never know who you’re helping nor any struggles they may have. 

 

         —Anonymous, Rochester, NY 
 

If you are the contributor of the above story, please contact us so we can send you 2020 Fun Eyeglasses! 

To submit your story/stories and receive your 2020 Fun Eyeglasses*, visit www.advanceoptical.com/customers/survey 

  HELP US, HELP YOU           DON’T FORGET ABOUT... 

HINDSIGHT IS 2020—SHARING YOUR OPTICAL STORIES 

VOTE FOR VISION WITH ESSILO R VISION FOUNDATION 

It’s 2020 -- an election year and the year of vision! Essilor Vision Foundation (EVF) believes all kids can be winners with clear 
vision and is celebrating this special year with its Vote for Vision campaign.  
 

Vote for Vision encourages people to prioritize their children’s vision and to donate to the foundation so kids in underserved  
communities around the country can receive critical vision care.   
 

Encourage your patients to Vote for Vision 
One in four schoolchildren has a vision impairment significant enough to impact their ability to learn, yet half of these children face 
barriers that prevent them from getting the vision services they need.  
 

You can help spread the word. Visit the EVF website for Vote for Vision downloadable assets for your website and social media 
channels. Your patients can Vote for Vision by donating to EVF to help someone in need receive an eye exam and glasses.  
This year, thanks to a generous matching grant, every donation made by an individual will be matched dollar-for-dollar up to 
$100,000. That means one donation of $50 will have twice the impact and help two children receive a vision exam and glasses.  
 

During the Vote for Vision campaign, anyone who donates $25 or more will receive a Vote for Vision t-shirt. “Vision is an issue everyone can support, but many 
people do not know that millions in this country face obstacles when it comes to getting vision care,” says Becky Palm, EVF President and Executive Director. 
“With Vote for Vision, people around the U.S. can make a pledge to give kids in this country the head start they deserve. Your donation can make vision count 
twice!”    
 

Thanks to donors’ support, no child or their family ever receives a bill for vision care from Essilor Vision Foundation. And who knows? One of the children you help 
today might be the president of tomorrow.  
 

Visit www.evfusa.org/VoteforVision to Vote for Vision. 

The Essilor Next Gen Offer has been  
extended through March 31, 2020! 

 
If you are already enrolled, you are set.  

If you haven’t yet enrolled, visit 
partnershiprewardsportal.com.  

 
For more info, visit the Next Gen Folder in  

our Document Center at advanceoptical.com.  

We never like to say “no” to any customer or any job, however 
we kindly discourage you from sending in the following types of 
jobs as they frequently lead to chipping and delamination and 
subsequent delays for your patients: 
 

• Requests to add additional tint to transitions or polarized 
lenses. 

• Requests for CR39 plastic in semi-rimless grooved, metal 
grooved, or drill mount frames. 

• Polarized lenses in metal grooved frames. 
 

If any of these are ordered, we will reach out to you to suggest 
an alternate option. Our goal is always to deliver the best  
possible eyewear solution for your patient. 


